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Southern Dogface
Southern Dogfaces appear to be widespread in Alabama but are most 
common in very specific habitats.  These include prairies and glades that 
contain their preferred caterpillar hosts, prairie clovers (Dalea spp.).  They 
are wanderers and may also be found along waterways.  Flight time is 
spring, summer, and fall.  In some areas, adults overwinter.  Flight is strong 
and rapid.  They frequently visit flowers, and both sexes may participate in 
puddling activity. Males do so frequently.

• Mid-sized.  Somewhat larger than other common sulphurs in the state.  

• Seasonally and sexually dimorphic

• Males are brighter, have stronger markings, and slightly less pointed wings.  They have a 
sex patch that is sometimes visible on the dorsal hindwing’s leading edge.  Females are 
slightly larger. Their forewings are strongly pointed.  Dorsal markings and wing color are 
highly variable.  Most are yellow, some are off-white;  reported, an unmarked white form 
rarely occurs.  In the fall, a pink-suffused ‘rosa’ form is common.

• Dorsal wings are typically only visible in flight.  The markings may show through to ventral 
wings, especially if back-lit.

• May be confused with Cloudless Sulphurs, Orange Sulphurs, and Clouded Sulphurs. The 
pointed wing shape and distinct “dog face” pattern (if visible) are diagnositic.
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* Reliable diagnostic markers

Southern Dogface  
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Dorsal Male

*Yellow profile of a dog’s head

Single black spot that does not 
touch black border

Wide, black margin 

*Pointed forewing

Golden spot(s)

Narrow black margin on hindwing

Southern Dogface  Zerene cesonia

1⅞ - 2½ inches (4.8-6.4 cm)
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Dorsal Female

*Distinctly pointed forewing

Single black spot that does not 
touch black border

*Yellow profile of a dog’s head  

Black margin  is duller and less 
extensive than male’s

Golden spot(s)

Very little black margin on 
hindwing

Southern Dogface  Zerene cesonia

1⅞ - 2½ inches (4.8-6.4 cm)
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Ventral Male

“Dog face” on dorsal forewing is 
often visible 

Pointed wing

Black eyespot

Two silver spots 

Bright yellow wing color

Southern Dogface  Zerene cesonia

1⅞ - 2½ inches (4.8-6.4 cm)
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Ventral Female

“Dog face” on dorsal forewing is 
often  visible 

Very pointed forewing

Black eyespot

Silver spot (typically two)

Yellow wing color (variable)

Southern Dogface  Zerene cesonia

1⅞ - 2½ inches (4.8-6.4 cm)
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Ventral Female                               
‘Rosa’ Form

“Dog face” on dorsal forewing is 
somewhat visible 

Very pointed forewing

Black eyespot

Wing color suffused with pink

Two silver spots

Southern Dogface  Zerene cesonia

1⅞ - 2½ inches (4.8-6.4 cm)
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Dorsal Male/Female Comparison

FEMALE: Slightly larger

Forewings more pointed

Paler wing color and markings

MALE: Slightly smaller

Forewings more rounded

More vibrant wing color and 
markings

Southern Dogface  Zerene cesonia

1⅞ - 2½ inches (4.8-6.4 cm)

* Reliable diagnostic markers
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Ventral Male/Female Comparison

MALE: Slightly smaller

Forewings slightly more rounded

More vibrant wing color and 
markings 

FEMALE: Slightly larger

Paler wing color and markings

Forewings more pointed

Southern Dogface  Zerene cesonia

1⅞ - 2½ inches (4.8-6.4 cm)

* Reliable diagnostic markers
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Similar Species
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Southern Dogface
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Orange Sulphur
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Cloudless Sulphur
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Clouded Sulphur


